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Whirlpool White 7.3 cu.ft. Duet HE Dryer with 
Advanced Moisture Sensing
Model #: YWED72HEDW
Colour: White

Help prevent damage caused by over-drying and spend less time in the laundry room 
with this Whirlpool YWED72HEDW 7.3 cu.ft. Duet dryer. 

Reduce overdrying with Advanced Moisture Sensing, which uses three sensors to read 
incoming and outgoing air temperatures while monitoring moisture levels inside the dryer, 
so the cycle ends when everything is perfectly dry. For even more efficient drying, four 
shorter, staggered baffles increase the effectiveness of the dryer for small loads and 
promote more balanced tumbling. 

It’s easy to start drying faster with Tap Touch controls with Memory, which allows direct 
access to dryer functions and even remember your last cycle and settings for a quick 
touch start. And, you’ll be able to cut down on ironing by choosing the Wrinkle Shield Plus 
option to help keep wrinkles from setting into clean clothes. 

Advanced Moisture Sensing System 
Three built-in sensors read incoming air temperature and 
outgoing air temperature while monitoring moisture levels inside 
the dryer. This helps the drying cycle end when everything is 
perfectly dry, saving time and energy and helping to prevent 
overdrying.
  
Quad Baffles 
Get better, more balanced tumbling and increased effectiveness 
on small loads with the unique design of four shorter, staggered 
baffles. Now, larger items dry more evenly while smaller items 
keep tumbling without getting stuck riding the baffles.

Tap Touch Controls with Memory 
Start your next load quickly using the sleek control interface of 
the Tap Touch controls with Memory. This technology allows 
direct access to dryer functions and even remembers your last 
cycle and settings to save you time.

EcoBoost™ Option
Use less energy while still getting great drying performance1 
with the EcoBoost™ option that uses less heat and extended 
cycle times for greater energy efficiency.

Wrinkle Shield™ Plus Option
Help prevent wrinkles from forming in your clean clothes.

Quick Dry Cycle
The Quick Dry cycle dries a small load in just 26 minutes.

Estimated Time Remaining LED Display
The LED display on the dryer clearly displays your selected 
cycles and options while showing the other available choices 
and counts down the amount of time left in the cycle. 

Specifications

Dryer Type Vented

Power Source Electric

Total Capacity 7.3 cu.ft.

Stackable Yes

Electrical 
Requirement 120/240V 60Hz 30Amp

Steam Function No

Number of Dryer 
Cycles 6

Drying Cycle 
Descriptions

Bulky Items, Delicates, Heavy Dry, Normal, 
Quick Dry, Timed Dry

Number of Drying 
Options 3

Drying Option 
Descriptions Control Lock, Eco Boost, Wrinkle Shield

Moisture Sensor Yes

Drying Rack No

Timed Dry Option Yes

Reversible Door 
Swing Yes

Warranty Parts 1 year

Warranty Labour 1 year

Height 38 3/4”

Width 27”

Depth 31”


